
 Thursday, July 14, 2011
 From: Ricardo C. Lopez

 Dear PathMark representatives (as you can see I cc'ed the US government/police),

 When I am in your store, I would like to propose to you for your employees to openly watch/escort 
me around and check out the items I am buying. Here is why (of course, what I say here you could 
easily check through the logs of your secutiry cameras):

 Like three weeks ago one of your employees at your branch in Inwood New York 10034 ran after me 
and grabbed me (even if not that forcefully), apparently thinking I was stealing some food. He was 
agitated and apparently convinced he had gotten some store thieve. I simply offered him the payment 
slip of the few items I had bought, which he went over even arguing about facts (the line item for 
a watermelon) he could simply check by himself. Finishing his act he still asked me why didn't I 
use plastic bags. I have told your employees and security personnel a number of times that I don't 
because I believe in taxing nature the least I possibly can, so I use my own bag (which they can 
see (besides I don't see them stopping other customers for doing exactly the same I do)).

 Then after everything was clear I started asking him what the big deal was, why did he even have 
to start this "incident"? He (visibly embarrassed) apologized and walked away. They know when I am 
coming because police send them heads ups/"bad nigger alerts" for them to set up their snitching 
circus in the store, the parking lot and the delivery dock. Lights  are turned off in the allies I 
am, your workers would follow and field me around the store (I know they are "following orders" so 
I try not to mind their moronic behavior), stare at me intently as if they knew me or something and 
even do as if they would bump and/or push their carts onto me. As my dad explained to me; there is 
a reason why, given the various options and chances life gives you, some people chose to be 
police/snitches; that, deep in their hearts, these guys are bored as hell (to the point of 
believing they are "the finest"); so, anything (absolutely anything!) you would (or wouldn't!) do, 
would enrich their lives, but that was getting so stupid that it all became increasingly hard to 
ignore and at some point I let them know that I was very much aware of their stupid stagings.

 That particular guy that ran after me, the grocery manager, (some white guy, who sometimes wears 
glasses, "Markz"? with some long, seemingly Polish|Hungarian last name (whose picture and name was 
taken off the employees' board)), honestly I don't remember, he had given me any sh!t before (even 
though, generally speaking, you should advice your employees to keep their hands off your 
customers). There are specially three managers that get anxious each time they see me; a lady that. 
like Stalin, apparently likes to stand behind you (and who apparently has a face, but not a name 
(top right picture)); evening manager: Andy Rodriguez who gets like he is ready to cash the ransom 
money offered for terrorists when he sees me ;-) and general manager: Neil Fowler, who has even 
picked up pieces of papers in my way (that was so odd that I even think they themselves dropped 
them as part of their theatrical stagings).

 I really can't understand what all that stupidity is all about. Obviously, the US gov/police are 
making you do this. They do it wherever I go, at my work place (even using my students) and even 
while I walk on the streets. Once I was just reading in an open, public space at Union Station in 
Washington DC and the police came and told me to leave without telling me why or anything (I was 
just reading) they kept giving me sh!t and I refused to leave, so they apprehended me and since 
them they have even started telling prospective employers not to hire me. So I wonder if your 
employees are into fabricating "incidents" to thicken my dossier even more "that bad nigger we 
caught stealing tomatoes ..." The US gov/police know I am a good and dedicated teacher/downright 
decent dog/that I am not a criminal by any standard (this may be exactly what bothers them). Since 
curbing people's freedom is what you do when you put them in prison (and for that you prosecute 
them) I have repeatedly asked them in open public letters what have I been incriminated with. They 
know what I think because I am exceedingly open about it. As part of the new-age McCarthyism, 
Bradley Manning is kept in prison for standing against genocide (which more than doubled Nazi's 
during WWII) and crimes against humanity and (as silly as it may sounds) poems upset them:

 http://hsymbolicus.wordpress.com/category/poems/   (lies ...)

 How ironic! Now, in hindsight, I find Castros' dictatorial police somewhat honorable. At least 
they act in the open and in very explicit ways (even in writing), don't harass your family, don't 
create noises around your apartment to sleep deprive you (one of Nazi's favorite forms of torture 
(of course when "we" do it, it is different because "we do it to save democracy")), nor do they try 
to psychologically norm people who don't agree with their b#llsh!t. If they find themselves 
entertaining whatever cr@p they think of me, they may want to get smart about detached space-time 
and energy-traceless stealth telepathy.

 Respectfully,

 ______________________________
 cc to: US Presidents Office|Homeland Security|NYPD|Amnesty International|ACLU|James White: New 
York State Supreme Court|Rev. Earl Kooperkamp|whomever it may interest


